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INTRODUCTION 
Penstemon, a genus of plants belonging to the Scrophulariaceae 
(Figwort) family has received relatively minor attention as a landscape 
plant. However, interest in this genus is increasing along with other native 
plants and wildflowers. 
The "Registrar of Cultivars" for the American Pen stem on Society 
(APS) has 29 Penstemon cultivars registered but many more cultivar names 
have been mentioned in the literature. The December, 1956 issue of the 
Bulletin of the APS included a list of 55 Penstemon named selections 
compiled by Mrs. A.E. Boyrie. In the December, 1971 issue of the APS, 
Ralph Bennett published an updated list of 178 Penstemon names that had 
appeared in APS bulletins through 1971. Because of the number of new 
cultivars released since 1971, an updated list of names was needed. Addi-
tional cultivars mentioned in the APS bulletins since 1971, as well as names 
listed in all other sources, were included. The list of names grew to over 
400 and this publication is the result. 
The information in this publication includes the Penstemon cultivar/ 
variety/hybrid name, its description and parentage, if known, and the source 
of the information. We have not changed the information as listed in the 
sources but have added comments when appropriate. Some information may 
be inaccurate as it appears in the literature cited. Please bring any omissions 
or needed corrections to our attention so that they can be updated in the next 
edition of this publication. We also encourage anyone who releases a 
Penstemon cultivar to register it with the APS "Registrar of Cultivars". 
Sources of information used in this publication are found in the 
appendix at the end of this publication. 
1 
LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF NAMED CULTIV ARS 
IN THE GENUS PENSTEMON 
(1992) 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
ADS-114-7 A selection out of the Scharf Davidson 
hybrids. APS Bull. XLIII-I, 
1984,p. 14 
Agog A P. fruticosus var. scouleri plant, Davidson 
about 6-8" high and 12" across. APS Bull. XXI, 1962 
Flowers are lavender and unique p. 45 
for its wide-open throat. 
Alba A form of P. fruticosus. APS Bull. VI, 1948, p. 7 
Albitlorus A form of P. clutei. Hortus III 
Albus A form of P. cardwellii. APS Bull. 49-1 
Albus A form of P. davidsonii. Hortus III 
Albus A form of P. fruticosus ssp. The Plant Finder 
scouleri. Derbyshire, England 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Planten 
Index Hortensis 
Albus A form of P. grandiflorus. Hortus III 
Albus P. hirsutus var. pygmaeus. Vaclav Plestil 
Mentioned as a superior clone by 
Vaclav Plestil of Czechoslovakia. 
His seed came from Wanda 
Lahmann, OR. 
Albus A form of P. menzieli Saxton & Wilson 
(synonym for davidsonii var. 
davidsonii). Compact growth with 
ovate, dark yellow-green leaves 
and wax white flowers . 
Albus A form of P. rupicola. APS Bull. XLVI-2, 1985, 
p.39 
The Plant Finder 
Albus A form of P. serrulatus. Hortus III 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Plan ten 
Alexander Mitchell A large-flower scarlet hybrid of Listed in Herbaceous 
unknown parentage. Borders, by Richard 
Sudell, London 1938. 
2 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Alice Handley A form of P. barbatus with soft APS Bull. XV, 1956, p. 7 
mauve and white flowers. 
Alice Hindley Described by Betty Davenport as The Plant Finder 
a "Gloxinoides" type. Its flowers 
are light blue violet with a white 
throat. 
All Aglow Sold by Interstate Nurseries. APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
No description available. p.202 
,Aipenglow A form of P. newberryi with pink Michaud 
flowers. An erect plant with 
ovate, lightly glaucous leaves. 
Notable in that it is secund, 
heavy blooming in mid-summer. 
Alpenglow form A larger growing P. rupicola, Davidson 
8-12" high and 15-18" across with APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
leaves of usual shape and color p.45 
and soft pink flowers. 
Continuously in bloom from May 
to November. 
Amethyst A color variation of P. fruticosus APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
var. scou/eri. p. 8 
Andenken an F. Hahn A hybrid-cultivar. No description Naamlijst Van Vaste 
(Garnet) available. Planten 
Index Hortensis 
Annual Giant A "Gloxinioides" type with an Listed by Pearce, 1956 
extraordinary range of hue, tone 
and markings. Blooms freely from 
early sown seed. 
Anza hybrid Probably from Myrtle Hebert's APS Bull. XL-2, 1981, 
California garden in Anza, CA. p. 56 
Apple Blossom No description given. The Plant Finder; 
APS Seed Fund 
questionnaire, 1990, 
Dacus, Ireland 
Arlington Hybrid A hybrid of P. hirsutus crossed Bennett, APS Bull. XV, 
with either P. canescens or P. 1956,p. 7 
brevisepalus. Larger than either 
parent, very floriferous, with 
reddish violet flowers. 
3 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Arroyo 'Prairie Fire' x P. cardinalis. APS Registrar 
(APS 6902) A "Flathead Lake Hybrid" with 
red flowers and high resistance to 
disease. Will t_ake sun and dry 
weather. 
Avalon hybrid P. murrayanus x P. grandiflorus Sold by Pearce. APS 
hybrid, much like Fate Hybrid. Bull. XV, 1956 p. 7 
Azurus A form of P.fruticosus var. Listed by Lamb's 
scou/eri but larger in all its parts. Nursery 
Silvery lilac blue flowers, sharply APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, 
toothed, linear leaves, grayish p.45 
green, 1 0-12" high, 15-18" across. 
Never layers. 
Bandera A form of P. strictus released by HortScience 17:683 
Las Lunas (New Mexico) Plant 
Material Center, New Mexico. 
Barbara Barker No description available. The Plant Finder 
Barbara Hope A large red and white flowered New illustrated 
bedding type plant. Encyclopedia 
Barrettiae 'Rare' Parentage unknown. Described as APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
a deep pink variant of the usual p. 7 
lavender. 
Bashful A selection with salmon, shark- APS Bull. XXXVII, 1978, 
head flowers about 12 inches p. 55 
tall. Appears to be a P. barbatus 
hybrid. 
Beaumont House No description available. Ellen Wilde 
Big Red No description available APS Seed Fund 
(probably a mistake for questionnaire, 1990, 
'Husker Red'). (Micki Crozier, 
Sedgewick, KN) 
Birch Park No description available. APS Seed Fund 
questionnaire, 1990, 
(Dacus, Ireland) 
Bisbam Seedling No description available. The Plant Finder 
Bishop, The Listed as a large light purple Sudell,London, 1958 
flowered hybrid. 
4 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Bitterroot Hybrid P. lyallii x P. ellipticus origin. Davidson 
Seldom eomes into flower until APS Bull XXI, 1962, 
late fall and has only curiosity p.47 
value. As erect asP. lyallii but 
with leaves asP. ellipticus. 
Semi-herbaceous. 
'Black' bird No description available. Ellen Wilde 
Blewitt Pass First mentioned as a low blue APS Bull. IX, 1951, 
piant, probably a Dasanthera. p. 165 
Blue Bedder A horticultural form of P. APS Bull. VI, 1948, 
heterophyllus. p. 17 
Blue Eye No description available. The Plant Finder 
Blue Gem A form of P. heterophyllus. APS Bull. XLVI-2, 1982, 
p. 43 
The Plant Finder 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Plan ten 
Namen der Stauden 
Blue King No description available. Index Hortensis 
Blue Mink A selection from a hybrid swarm Davidson 
of P. rupicola x P. fruticosus at APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
Keechelus Lake. Nearly P. p. 43 
rupicola-type flowers that are rosy 
purple. Leaves are gray in 
summer. Leaves and stems are 
edged with a fine red line. 
Blue Skies A form of P. cardwellii selected Siskiyou Nurseries, 
and distributed by Siskiyou 1986 catalog 
Nurseries. Light bluish flowers 
and medium green leaves. 
Blue Spring(s) Listed as both P. barbatus and APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
P. heterophyllus. p. 70 
APS Bull. XXXIII-2, 
1979,p. 72 
APS Bull. XLIII-1, 1984, 
p. 11 
The Plant Finder 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Plan ten 
5 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Blue of Zurich A fonn of P. heterophyllus, Park Seed Co. 
described as having brilliant 
gentian blue flowers in whorls 
on thin stalks covered with fine 
leaves. 
Bluet A fonn of P. serrulatus with APS Bull. XXI,1962, 
glossy leaves. Tolerates shade. p. 79 
Blush Has an apple green mat of leaves Davidson 
like those of P. rupicola, becoming APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
deeper green in summer-large p.43 
deep rose flowers. A trailing mat 
fonn which does not root, leaves 
light green and only slightly 
glaucous. 
Bob Myers A 5-inch unidentified species APS Bull. VIII, 1950, 
form with blue flowers. p. 14 
Boulder A form of P. fruticosus var. The Plant Finder 
scouleri. 
Bouquet Mixture Unknown species. Offered by Sutten Seeds 
Sutten's catalog. Described as 
numerous flowers completely 
encircling the stem. Colors 
include shades of blue pink, red 
and violet, height I 1/2 feet . 
Breiten Bush A hybrid from a Dasanthera Davidson 
colony at Breitenbush Lake, OR. APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
Leaflike P. davidsonii with a few p. 44 
of P. cardwellii's teeth, small and 
in scale with the plant, which is 
about 3-4" high and 8-20'' across. 
Breitenbush Blue A P. cardwellii x P. davidsonii APS Bull. XXXII, 1973, 
hybrid from Oregon Cascades. p. 108 
Breitenbrush No description available. Probably The Plant Finder 
a misspelling of Breiten bush Blue. 
Bristol Purple A name applied to a form of P. Ralph Bennett's List 
bar bat us. from APS Bull. XXX, 
Dec. 1971,pp. 92-102 
6 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Broken Top A form of davidsonii var. menziesii APS Seed Fund 
4" x 18", in the Cascade Mountains questionnaire, 1990, 
of eastern Oregon. A very low (Oliver, Scottsdale, PA) 
spreading plant that colonizes by Siskiyou's 1991 Catalog 
self-laying. Toothed leaves with no 
die-back and rich purple flowers. 
Broken Top A form of P. davidsonii var. APS Bull. XLVI-2, 1985, 
Mountain menziesii. p.42 
Bruce Alexander A form of P. caespitosus, named APS Registrar 1991 
for a past chairman of the Denver 
Botanic Gardens' Board of 
Directors. 
Bruce Meyers Parents are Mexican species, both APS Bull. XXXII, 1973, 
Mexicans about 24" in height. Differs from p.92 
the "Gloxinioides" hybrids. Betty Davenport 
Bryantae A chance cross between P. APS Bull. VII, 1947, 
spectabilis and P. palmeri. Lovely p. 47 
deep pink flowers produced 
abundantly on stems 2-3' tall. 
Burford Seedlinl! No description available. The Plant Finder 
Burgundy A Bennett seedling with flathead APS Bull. XXVII, 1968, 
shape flower, medium size, non- p. 123 
secund inflorescence, 12-18" high. 
Burpee's Giants Described in 1986 catalog as Burpee's 
having long spikes with trumpet-
shaped pink, rose, scarlet, crimson 
and purple blooms in June-July. 
About 2' in height. 
Caeruleus A form of P. hirsutus. Hortus III 
California Blue A horticultural form of P. APS Bull. VI, 1948, p. 7 
Bedder heterophyllus. 
Captain Penwall A bedding type plant with large New Illustrated 
bright red flowers. Encyclopedia 
Cardinal Collected from a hybrid swarm of Davidson 
P. rupicola x P. cardwellii. This one APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
is like a smaller, grayer P. p. 46 
cardwellii but with red flowers-a 
very nice plant, of good habit, to 
12" high and as much across. 
Carnival A clone of P. cardwellii with Davidson 
many variegated shoots. 
7 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Carol A Bruce Meyer's selection of APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, 
P. rupicola x P. fruticosus . p. 54; Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
p. 56 
Carolyn A form of P. cardwellii, 8" x 18". Siskiyou's 1991 catalog 
Discovered by Jerry Colley. A 
large plant with big flowers of 
pastel blush pink. 
Case Giant A large form of P. digitalis . APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
p. 83 
Casson hybrids No description available. APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, 
p. 74 
Castle Forbes A "Gloxinioides" type. Has large Listed by Pearce, 1956 
handsome flowers of glowing The Plant Finder 
scarlet and a clear white center. APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
A profuse, long bloomer." Also p. 70 
listed as a P. bar bat us hybrid. 
Castwellian hybrid A low growing shrub with round, Distributed by Morning 
serrated leaves and non-secund Glory Farms, 4224 
inflorescence white flowers. Village Road, 
Stanwood, WA 
Catherine de Ia Mare Probably a form of P. fruticosus . The Plant Finder 
Index Hortensis 
Cedar Selection of P. palmeri. Rangelands 10: 
163-164 
Charles Rudd No description available. The Plant Finder 
Charming The plant was offered by Lamb as Davidson 
P. fruticosus . The leaf would indicate APS Bull. XXI,1962, 
it to be a var. scouleri. Beautiful p. 46 
large flowers of pure baby ribbon 
pink. It is 15" or more high and 2' 
across and layers freely. Rangy and 
suffers from dieback. 
Chclone hybrid Listed by Nevada Schmidt as APS Bull. XIV, 1955, 
being in Barbati and hardy in p. 324, 
Wisconsin over several years. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 7 
Cheri Pink and red forms of P. APS Bull. XXXII, 1973, 
cardwellii. p. 69 
Cherry Bird A "Gloxinoides" type. APS Bull. IV, 1947, 
p. 115 
8 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Cherry Glow A "Gloxinoides" type. APS Bull. XV, I956, 
p. 8 
Cherry Ripe No description available. Index Hortensis 




Chester Scarlet A bedding type plant with large New Illustrated 
scarlet flowers. Encyclopedia 
The Plant Finder 
APS Seed Fund 
questionnaire, I990, 
Dacus, Ireland 
Claret No description available. The Plant Finder 
Claude Barr A form of P. caespitosus. Same APS Bull. XLVII-I, 
as ' Denver Botanical' Garden. 1988,p. I9 
Coaldale No description available. APS Bull. XL VII-2, 
I988,p.38 
Coccineum Either a small leaved P. rupico/a Davidson 
or a hybrid with mostly P. rupicola APS Bull. XXI, I962, 
characters. A tiny gray mat, about p. 43 
half the scale of usual P. 
rupicola-brilliant rose red flowers, 
glaucous leaves. 
Coccineus Apparently pure P. rupicola. A free APS Bull. XX, 196I, 
branching mat plant of close p. 90 
packed twigs and smallish leaves Naamlijst Van Vaste 
with flowers of a deep crimson Plan ten 
red. listed asaP. barbatus species The Plant Finder 
in The Plant Finder. 
Continental Bruce Meyers' hybrid P. hirsutus x APS Bull. XLIII-I, I984, 
P. smallii x P. richardsonii. p. I4 
APS Bull. XLIV-2, I985, 
p. 48 
Coral Gem A form of P. barbatus. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 7 
Corbett Mexican No description available. APS Bull. XXVII, I 968, 
hybrids p. 65 
Countess Dalkcith A form of P. barbatus. APS Bull. XV, I956, 
p. 7 
9 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Creeping Thelma A fonn of P. davidsonii var. APS Bull. XXXVII, 1978, 
menziesii. p. 8 
Crideri A hybrid of P. pseudospectabilis x APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
P. eatonii var. exsertus or P. p. 8 
eatonii var. undosus. 
Crofton seedling Listed on Jack Goertzen's plant Jack Goertzen 
list. His source came from Lillian 
Champion, Yucapia, CA (Crofton 
is a college in Yucaipa). 
Crystal Bruce Meyers' hybrid, P. barretteae APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
(APS 7701) x P. cardwellii ssp. albus, introduced p. 94 
by Dr. Robert Ann strong, Longwood 
Gardens. Described as a hardy, 
compact, bush that bears multitudes 
of translucent white flowers. It has 
yellow green foliage. Grows well in 
the Northeast tolerating both humidity 
and extreme cold. 
Dainty Violet A strain of P. hirsutus. APS Registrar 
(APS 5919) 
Daisy Violet A form of P. hirsutus. Bennett, 1959 
Darnley Violet A fonn of P. hirsutus. The Plant Finder 
Dart Hybrids No description available. APS Bull. XXII, 1963, 
p. 149 
Daubie's Form A P. davidsonii var. menziesii long Davidson 
trailing form that will drape two or APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
three feet down a cliff. Has deep p. 43 
green leaves and lilac flowers. 
Dazzler No description available. The Plant Finder 
Debut A hardy hybrid (unknown parentage) Scharf, APS Bull. XXVII, 
wi th strong violet flowers on erect 24" 1968,p. 17 
stems. Blooms in late June or early 
July. 
Deep Purple No description available. Index Hortensis 
Denver Botanical A fonn of P. caespitosus. Same APS Bull. XLVII-I, 
Garden as 'Claude Barr'. 1988,p. 19 
Diamond Lake A form of P. rupicola, with pink Siskiyou's 1986 Catalog 
flowers. 
Didyme Seed from Kashmir, India. Similar APS Bull. XXXVIll-2, 
toP. hirsutus. 1979,p. 72 
10 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Digitella A name applied by Mr. Bennett to APS Bull. XV,1956, 
a dwarf form of P. digitalis later p. 7 
found to be stunted by nematodes. 
Dog Mountain A Bruce Meyers' introduction of a APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
(Dog Mt.) local dwarf form of P. subserratus p. 56 
with yellow and peach flowers. APS Bull. XXXVII 1978, 
p. 65 
Dossie's Blush A large flowered hybrid listed by Sudell of 
(unknown parentage) with soft London 
pink, white throated flowers. 
Drake's Purple Gem No description available. APS Seed Fund 
questionnaire, 1990, 
(Hack en berry, 
Roadsville, PA) 
Drinkstone No description available. The Plant Finder 
Dubium A cross between P. centranthifolius APS Bull. XIV, 1955-1, 
and P. grinnellii. It has the habit of p. 253 
P. centranthifolius, leaves are 
glacuous, small and fine! y serrate. 
The tubular corolla is about 
an inch long and magenta. 
Duncan Ranch A form of P. eriantherus. APS Bull. IX, 1951, 
p. 87 
'Dusky Rose' Mr. Bennett's name for forms of APS Bull. XV,1956, 
the wild species with dark purple p. 8 
flowers . Seems to come true from 
seed. 
Dusty P. confertus x 'Kittitas' x P. peckii, APS Bull. XXXII, 1973, 
a Bruce Meyers' hybrid. p. 96, 113 
Early Bird Probably a P. canescens x P. Mrs. Bernhard, 
arkansanus hybrid. "Appeared in APS Bull. XIII, p. 108 
my garden about 2 years ago (1952). 
In 1954 it had 4 nice airy flower 
stalks. Flowers were red velvet with 
a white underlip and the lower lip 
projected into a large platform, the 
mouth of the flower open, not closed. 
Edithae A cross between P. rupicola and APS Bull. V, 1948, 
P. barrettae that appeared in the p. 26 
garden of Carl English. APS Bull. VII, 1949, 
p. 40 
The Plant Finder 
11 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Edithae Manito Possibly a selected fonn of 'Edithae', Davidson 
or an introgression of P. barrettae APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
with some P. rupicola genes. p. 46 
Essentially like a smaller leaf 
barrettiae, but with flowers of a good 
rose red color. Most of the peduncles 
are two flowered giving a heavier look 
to the flowering plant. 
Elfe Also known as 'Rose Elf'. APS Bull. XV, 1956, p. 7 
Elfin Pink A P. bar bat us hybrid with pink APS Bull. XXXIV, 1978, 
sharkhead flowers, 12-15 inches p. 69 
in height. Will rebloom. 
Emperor A P. bar bat us fonn(?) APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 7 
Erectus A form of P. heterophyllus. Hortus III 
Eva No description available. The Plant Finder 
Evelyn Semi-evergreen, bushy perennial APS Bull. VIII, 1949, 
with a height and spread of about p. 8. 
18 inches. Racemes of small, Naarnlijst Van Vaste 
tubular, pink flowers open from Plan ten 
mid-summer onwards. The Plant Finder 
Encyclopedia of Garden 
Plants 
'Every White' Discovered on Mt. St. Helens by Dr. APS Bull. 49-1, p. 9 
David Every. Said to be smaller and 
more compact than 'John Bacher'. 
Flowers have more substance. 
Excelsior Strain Probably a "Gloxinioides" selection. Ralph Bennett's List. 
Raised, introduced and sent to Wisley APS Bull. XXX, 
Trails, 1958, by Watkins & Simpson Dec. 1971, 
Ltd. Stems stout, inflorescence 18-20' pp. 92-102 
long. Has mixed colors of white with 
pink, scarlet, magenta, purple and 
lavender flowers. 
Faith 's Mexican Has stems to 4' tall. Leaves serrate, APS Bull . XXIII, 1964, 
not quite as fringed asP. kunthii(?) . p. 77 
Bright red flowers, a bit larger, 
and uniform throughout. 
Fate Hybrid A controlled cross of P. murrayanus APS Bull. XV, 1956, p. 7 
x P. grandiflorus. 
12 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Fate-Seeba Hybrid A controlled cross by Fred Fate, APS Bull. VII, 1949, 
Columbia, MO in 1935 of P. p. 42 
grandiflorus x P. murrayanus. It is 
3-6' tall, leaves glaucous, inflorescence 
an elongated raceme, flowers trumpet-
shaped with spreading lobes, creamy 
white through lavender, magenta, 
scarlet and red. Subject to leaf spot. 
Finest Mixed Listed as Gentianoides. Trumpet- Parks Seed Co., 1992 
shaped flowers up to 2" long in 
pink, lavender, white and red. 
Firebird A hybrid of P. hartwegii ;c P. cobaea. APS Bull. 1 & 2, 1946, 
Dark red flowers with just a trace of p. 26 
white in the throat. Wayside said it The Plant Finder 
came from Switzerland, where it is Anderson Valley 
known as 'Schonholzeri' . Lamb said 
that 'Gamet' was the original of the 
strain. 
Firebrand A "Glo:cinioides" type. APS Bull. XV,1956, 
p. 8 
Flame No description available. The Plant Finder 
Flamingo A controlled cross by Anna Johnson APS Bull. X, 1952, 
of 'Flathead Lake' x 'Six Hills Hybrid'. p. 27 
Plant compact, flowers a rich rosy 
color, as described in the National 
Horticultural Magazine, January, 1951 . 
Myrtle Hebert wrote in 1962, "The 
original plant in the Johnson garden 
was miniature, only a few inches tall, 
with 13 stems of vivid sharkshead 
blooms. Seed did not come true. Her 
plants from seed died, and so did the 
original." 
Flathead Lake A natural cross between P. barbatus APS Bull. VI, 1948, 
and some species in the Habroanthus p. 116 
which appeared in the garden of Mr. 
Murphy on Flathead Lake, Montana. 
Deep green lanceolate leaves, flowers 
sharkshead shape, coral red to spectrum 
red. Stems 2-3' tall, inclined to lean or 
lie prostrate. Able to accept pollen 
from almost any other species and 
therefore the intermediate vehicle in 
many North Platte hybrids. 
13 
Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Flathead Lake Run of the mill sharkshead type, APS Bull. XX, 1961, 
Cherry Red but very good red color. p. 63 
Flathead Lake Coral No description available. APS Bull. XLI-2, 
p. 42 
Flordale Reddish-scarlet, wide tubes, red APS Bull. XLVII, 1988, 
and white lined on the inside. p. 22 
Floradale Giant Sold by Burpee as seeds. Probably APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
"Gloxinioides" type. p. 8 
Flora Johnson A deep red form of the usually APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
(APS 6202) rosy red P. newberryi. Does not p. 62 
always come true from seed. 
Floyd McMullen 
(APS 8501) Registered in 1985 by David Hale. APS Bull. , July, 1990, 
A form of P. cardwellii. It was #49-1 , p. 8 
discovered by Hale and Mr. McMullen 
at 2600 on Onion Peak near Arch 
Cape, Oregon. Has low, tight growth, 
wine red flowers held above the 
foliage. Tolerant of salt spray and small 
enough for a trough. 
Frosty A Bruce Meyers' introduction of APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
P. euglaucus. Slight tinge of blue p. 56 
at edge of lips. 
Gabriel A Bruce Meyers' selection of P. APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
rupicola with deep rose flowers p. 56 
and a large trumpet. 
Gadwood Hybrids A form of P. unilateralis APS Bull. VIII, 1950 
(synonym of P. secundiflorus). p. 18,57 
Garnet A hybrid of P. harlwegii x P. cobaea APS Bull. 1 & 2, 1946, 
made in Switzerland many years ago. p.26 
Large bell-shaped flower purplish red Naamlijst Van Vaste 
with no white in the throat. Deep green Planten 
leaves with tufts of smaller leaves in The Plant Finder 
the axials. Not hardy in very cold 
climates. 
George Holmes Probably the same as George Home. New lllustrated 
A bedding type plant with large Encyclopedia 
scarlet flowers. 
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Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
George Home A P. barbatus fonn(?) APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 7 
The Plant Finder 
Giant Floradale Offered as seed by Burpee and APS Bull. V-1 , 1948, 
described as follows: "Long spikes p. 24 
are close! y set with gloxinia-like 
blooms in brilliant colors, some 
prettily edged, 2 to 3 feet tall." 
Gina Derived from a hybrid swarm of APS Seed Fund 
blue-leaved penstemons. Slightly questionnaire, 1990, 
toothed, glaucous, silver leaves, (Hoenni, Fullerton, CA) 
covered with rose-pink flowers. APS Bull. 49-1, p. 7 
Gladwood Hybrid Listed asP. unilateralis APS Bull. XV, 1956, p. 8 
Gladwyne Selections of P. hirsutus taken from APS Bull. VII, 1949, 
wild colonies by Mrs. Nonnan Henry. p. 39 
Flowers in rich colors, including a good 
deep violet and a rich purplish pink. 
Also, a dwarf in deep violet. Plants 
vary from long to short live. Seeds 
come fairly true. Seeds offered through 
the exchange from Mr. Bennett, who 
got plants from Marcel LePiniec. 
Glamis White Listed by Sudell of London as a Sudell 's 
large pure white flowered plant. 
Gloxinoides Described asaP. hartwegii x P. APS Bull. IV, 1947, 
cobaea hybrid or variants of P. p. 122 
hartwegii. APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
p.91 
Goldie P. confertus x ('Kittitus' x pink APS Bull. XXX, 1971, 
P. euglaucus) hybrid (Meyers). p. 15 
Grape Tart A cross of P. cardwellii 'John Bacher' APS Bull. 49-1, p. 9 
x P. davidsonii ssp. menziesii. A 
Mark Mcdonough hybrid offered by 
Siskiyou Nursery. New foliage is 
tinged with orange, more pronounced 
as the plant ages. The corolla is a two 
tone lavender, foliage is a shiny green. 
Grave's Var iety An alpine form of P. procerus ssp. APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
tolmiei, synonym P. procerus var. p. 128 
lrachyanthus, free-blooming, 
lavender-blue, 8" tall. 
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Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Green court Purple No description available. The Plant Finder 
Gurney Hybrids Ralph Bennett said they were P. APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, .~ 
cobaea x P. triflorus hybrids. p. 109 
Hardy Perennial Rare species mixed. Park Seed Co., 1992 
Blend 
Heavenly Blue A form of P. heterophyllus. The Plant Finder 
Henry Hybrid P. cobaea x P. triflorus hybrid by APS Bull. VII, 1949, 
Mrs. Henry. Pale to deep rose-pink p. 41 I 
flowers. 
Hewell's Pink No description available (might be The Plant Finder 
the same as Howell ' s Pink). 
Hidcote Pink No description available. The Plant Finder 
High Offer Listed on Jack Goertzen's seed list. Jack Goertzen 
His source came from Lillian II 
Champion, Yucapia, CA. 
Holly A form of P. fruticosus ssp. Davidson 
(APS 5910) serratus, origin obscure. Was offered APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
by Lamb asP. newberryi, an obvious p.45 
error in the nursery. Leaves deeply 
serrate and strongly crisped, dark 
green with a slightly grayish 
crystalline surface, giving a most 
distinct effect. Not very floriferous. 
Hollys White White flower color. Anderson Valley Nursery 
Honey A Rachel Snyder hybrid, same as APS Bull. XXX, 1971, 
'Little Honey'. p.63,68 
Hon. Alan Gibbs A large flowered hybrid, cherry red Sudell 's 
with white throat. 
Hope A Ruby King x Firebird hybrid by APS Bull. XIX, 1960, 
Mackaness. p. 15 
Hopleys' A form of P. fruticosus var. scouleri The Plant Finder 
Hopley's Variegated No description available. The Plant Finder 
Howell's Pink No description (might be the same Naamlijst Van Vaste 
as Hewell's Pink). Plan ten 
Huntington Pink Compact plant type. Anderson Valley Nursery 
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Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Husker Red This is a selection of P. digitalis. It APS BulL XLIII-I, 1984, 
(APS 8301) was selected because of the good p. 8 
red foliage that contrasts with the HortScience 19(3): 459 
white flowers. Released by Dale 
T. Lindgren, University of Nebraska, 
West Central Center, Route 4 Box 
46A, North Platte, NE 69101. 
Husum Hills Bruce Meyers' hybrids (P . proceri x Bruce Meyers. 
P. humiles) x P. variabilis. APS Bull XXXVII-2, 
Interesting intermediate 1979,p. 50 
characteristics. 
Hyacinth-flowered Offered by Burpee & Park Seed Co. APS BulL XLI-2, 1982, 
Developed by Bolger Seed ofEl p. 60 
Monte, CA. Flowers not second, 
short, second bloom, good diseases 
resistant, good vigor, good range of 
colors. Original plants came from 
Colorado. 
Hybrida Praecox Reported to look like 'Flathead APS BulL XXX, 
Nana Lake'. Dec., 1971. 
Indian Jewels One of the 'Flathead Lake' hybrids APS BulL XX, 1961, 
by Mr. Viehmeyer, introduced by p. 70 
Interstate Nurseries. Also sold as 
seed by Park Seed Co. 
JAP seedling Listed on Jack Goertzen's plant list. Jack Goertzen 
His source came from Lillian 
Champion, Yucapia, CA. 
Jean A form of P.fruticosus ssp. scouleri Davidson 
grown by Jean Witt. Neat habit, APS BulL XXI, 1962, 
flowers of good size and very p. 45 
pleasing orchid color. A low mound 
6-8" high, 12" across. 
John Bacher A robust white form of P. cardwellii, APS BulL XX, 1961, 
(APS 6103) superior in form and habit to the type p. 18 
in that it has less die-back, the foliage Davidson 
more thickly growing, and the leaves APS BulL XXI, 1962, 
shinier and lighter green. Highly p. 46 
floriferous, and comes true from seed. 
Leaves very handsome, deep yellow-
green; flowers snow white, 12" or more 
high, up to 2' across. 
John Nash No description available. The Plant Finder 
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Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
J ohn Ruthven A very large flowered hybrid, flesh Sudell's 
pink with rose lip. 
J ohnsoniae Formerly called 'Flathead Lake'. A Ralph Bennett's List 
natural cross between P. barbatus and APS Bull. XXX II 
some species in Section Habroanthus, Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
which appeared in the garden of Mr. 
Murphy in Flathead Lake, MT. Deep 
green lanceolate leaves, flowers sharks-
head shape, coral red to spectrum red. 
Stems 2-3' tall , inclined to lean or lie 
prostrate. Able to accept pollen from 
I almost any other species and, therefore , the intermediate vehicle in many North 
Platte hybrids. 
J upiter No description available. Index Hortensis 
Keechelus Blue Mink A selection from a hybrid swarm of Davidson 
P. rupicola x P.fruticosus at APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
Keechel us Lake. Mostly, if not p. 43 
entirely of rupicola, flowers are rosey 
purple, leaves oval, nearly gray, in 
summer edged with a fine red line, 
as well as stems. 
Keechelus Blush A neat apple-green mat of leaves like Davidson 
those of P. rupicola, becoming deeper APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
green in summer. Large flowers with p.43 
deep rose colors. Does not root at 
nodes. Leaves are light green and 
only slightly glaucous. 
Keechelus Par ma A P. davidsonii ssp. menziesii hybrid Davidson 
oflong trailing habit, with gray APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
I glaucous toothed leaves, flowers deep p. 43 violet, not freely produced, 2" high 
maximum. 
Keechelus Ruby A prostrate form of P. newberryi, 3-4" Davidson 
high and up to 12" across. It has APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
moderately gray foliage with bright p. 43 
red-purple flowers. 
Keechelus Veronica A P. rupicola x P.fruticosus hybrid, Davidson 
from Keechelus Lake, WA. A close APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
packed mat of twiggy branches and p. 42 
tiny deeply toothed yellow-green leaves 
which becomes olive in summer. 
Covered with rose-purple flowers. 
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Infor mation 
Kewpie A Bruce Meyers' introduction of a APS Bull. XLI-2, 1982, 
pink P. euglaucus p. 32 
APS Bull XXIX, 1970, 
p. 56 
King George A P. cobaea and P. hartwegii hybrid APS Bull. XL-2, 1981, 
with white throated, crimson p.33 
flowers . The Plant Finder 
Encyclopedia of Garden 
Plants 
King George V A P. barbatus form? APS Bull. XV,1956, 
p. 7 
Kittitas A dwarf form of P. confertus with a APS Registrar 
(APS 5912) deep yellow bloom (Padavich, 1959). 
KR37A No description available. The Plant Finder 
Lake Keechelus A form of P. fruticosus collected near APS Bull. XXII, 1963, 
Lake Keechelus. p. 178 
Large F lowered Grown by Jack Goertzen of Riverside, Sutton's 
Mixed CA. He describes them as "I grew 
them from seed. Some are 4 feet tall. 
They grow easily from cuttings and 
where a stalk touches the ground, 
they'll root at every node. Colors are 
white, pink, red, rose, lavender, 
purple--no yellow. They have some 
bloom all year, many stems, flowers 
do not circle the stem. They tolerate 
the south side of my house. They 
might even do better elsewhere." 
Betty Davenport felt that they 
belong to the "Gloxinoides" series." 
LaScala Listed on Jack Goertzen's plant list. Jack Goertzen 
His source was from Lillian 
Champion, Yucapia, CA. 
Lavender Mound A form of P. caespitosus. APS Bull. X, 1955, 
p. 19 
Lavender Queen A form of either P. calycosus or P. APS Bull. X, 1952, 
(APS 5915) calycosus x P. digitalis with light p. 140 
violet flowers. Plant larger than pure 
P. calycosus. 
Lena Seeba A P. grandijlorus, white form x APS Registrar 
(APS 6001) unknown Peltanthera species. Pure 
white flowers (Glenn Viehmeyer). 
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Information 
Lilactime No description available. The Plant Finder 
Little Blue A possible variant or hybrid of P. APS Bull. XX, 1961, 
serrulatus with evergreen foliage. p.92 
Little Chunky A miniature P. digitalis with white Bennett, 1959 
(APS 5917) lips and rose white corolla. APS Bull. XX, 1961, 
II Discovered to be stunted by p. 11 nematodes, so not distributed. 
Little Honey A Rachel Snyder's hybrid, with APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
lavender flowers. Same as 'Honey'. p. 56-A 
APS Bull. XXX, 1971 , 
p.63,68 
Logan Pass Hybrid A collected plant of P. lyallii x P. Davidson 
ellipticus. Not a great garden plant, APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
though it is constantly in flower from p. 47 
July to winter. Flowers are a good 
blue purple. Erect but will layer at 
every node if it touches the ground. 
Quite evergreen, the leaves being of 
a heavy texture. 
Lost Lake Hybrid A smaller, lightly glaucous P. Davidson, 1962 
cardwellii with strong rose purple APS Bull. XXI, 1962, IP 
flowers . Becomes 8-1 0" high and p.45 
15-18" across. 
Mackaness hybrids Flowers are red and white with APS Bull. XX, 1961, 
striped throats. Bloomed into p. 45 
Septem ber. Flowers required frequent 
hosing to retain their brilliance. 
MacPenny's Pink No description available. Index Hortensis 
Major A form of P. fruticosus. Hortus III 
Malmo Giants Probably a form of P. hartwegii. APS Bull. XXIII, 1964, 
p. 77 
Manito A selected clone found growing Davidson 
with P. fruticosus and 'Edithae ' . APS Bull. XXI 1962, 
Essentially like a smaller leaved p.46 
P. barrettae, but with flowers of a 
good rose color. Most peduncles 
carry two flowers, giving a heavier 
look to the flowering plant. A II decumbent plant 1 0-12" high, 
1-1/2' across. 
Margery Fish No description available. Index Hortensis 
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Information 
Marshall Hybrids Developed by Dr. Henry Marshall APS Bull. XXXVII, 1978, 
of Morden, Manitoba, Canada. p. 56 
APS Bull. XXXVIII-2, 
1979,p. 35 
Martha Raye A selection by Bruce Meyers from APS Bull. XXX, 1971, 
a Dasanthera cross of P. rupicola p. 73 
x P. fruticosus (probably x P. APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
davidsonii) so called because of p. 56 
extra wide mouth, deep rose corolla. 
Mary's Peak Came from AGRS seed labeled APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
Mary's Peak. Little bushy clumps p. 172 
made up of needlelike leaves 
reminiscent of some of the Ericopsis. 
Master Tovel Listed on Jack Goertzen's plant list. Jack Goertzen 
Mauve Beauty A "Gioxinioides" type. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 8 
Mauve Hybrid A form of P. rupico/a. APS Bull. XLIII-1, 1984, 
p. 13 
The Plant Finder 
Mayhem No description available. APS Bull. XLI-2, 1982, 
p.32 
Maysnow A form of P.fruticosus ssp. Davidson 
serratus with cool white flowers APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
turning ice-blue as they die. p. 44 
Mer sea Yell ow A clone of P. pinifolious. It occurred Alpine Garden Society 
as a sport in the garden of Mr. J. Bulletin #230, 1987, 
Jowers of West Mersea, England in Vol55,No. 4,p. 346 
1979. Distributed by Rampart The Plant Finder 
Nursery. 
Mesa A multi-species hybrid combining Viehmeyer, 1969 
(APS 6901) Habroanthus and 'Flathead Lake' . 
Flowers are reddish purple with deep 
purple guide lines. Highly resistant 
to foliage diseases. 
Mcxicali A 'Mexicana' x 'Sensation' hybrid. Bruce Meyers, 1989 
Generally has a larger corolla than 
• Mexican a'. 
Mexican hybrids A "Gioxinoides" type. APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
p. 81 
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Mexicana P. parryi x P. palmeri x 'Mexican' APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
(Peltanthera x Fasciculati). A p. 26 
Bruce Meyers' hybrid, usually Bruce Meyers, 1989 
longer lived than 'Mexicali'. 
Microphyllus A form of P. davidsonii var. APS Bull. 49-1, p. I 0 
menziesii. Prostate rooting stems, Siskiyou, 1986 
tiny round leaves and violet-blue 
flowers. 
Middleton Gem A P. barbatus form(?) APS Bull 43-1, 1984 
Middleton Gen. A P. barbatus form(?) APS Bull. XXX, 1971, 
p. 97. 
Midnight Purple flowering selection. Anderson Valley Nursery 
The Plant Finder 
Midnight Blue Probably a "Gloxinioides" type that Sold by Windmill 
has blue flowers with red violet Nursery, Sumner, WA ll guidelines. Also sold as 'Blue 
Midnight' . 
'Minimus' A miniature form of P. hirsutus APS Bull. XXI, 1965, 
which appeared in the garden of p. 44 
11 Alex Summers on Long Island. 
Very small basal mat of tiny leaves; 
a few stems about 3" high, stiffly 
upright, light violet flowers. 
Minnehaha A dwarf 'Rose Queen', with stems APS Bull. XX,l961, 
varying from 6 to 12" high. The p. 10 
leaves are dark olive-green, almost 
round. The sepals are caudate, 
suggesting true P. calycosus. 
Minnie A miniature form of P. davidsonii or APS Registrar 
I 
(APS 6502) menziesii. Leaves are very tiny with 
flowers which cover the mat with 
blue in late May. Probably similar 
toP. serpyllifolius (Boyrie, 1965). 
Mint Pink No description available. APS Seed Fund 
questionnaire, 1990, 
(Brett, SE England) 
Miss Spokane A big rangy P. fruticosus, of a very Davidson 
pleasing lilac blue color. Plant is APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
12-15" high and will spread to 2' wide. p. 45 
Modesty No description available. Index Hortensis 
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Information 
Monarch Strain, Plant is 3 to 3-1 /2' high, very Introduced by Hurst & 
mixed vigorous, erect, much branched. Son of England 
Leaves are medium green. APS Bull lVIII, 1984, 
p. 12 
Moonglow Bruce Meyers' introduction of P. APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
euglaucus. p. 56 
Mother of Pearl No description available. The Plant Finder 
Mrs. Blakey A form of P. heterophyllus. Seed APS Bull. XXXVII-2, 
came from a very fine plant growing 1979,p.47 
at Rancho Santa Ana Botanical 
Gardens. A possible cross with 
P. spectabi/is. 
Mrs. Morse No description available. The Plant Finder 
Mrs. Mulford A P. barbatus form? APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 7 
Mrs. Pat A rather blue toned shrubby with APS Bull. XXX, 1971 , 
tiny notched leaves. p.45 
Mrs. Rutherford A color variation of P. fruticosus APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
var. scouleri listed by Lohbrunner, p. 8 
Victoria, B.C. 
Mt. Hood No description available. APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
p. 120 
Mt. Shasta A white-flowered selection of APS Bull. XXXI, 1 972, 
P. newberryi. p. 59 
APS Bull. 49-1, p. 10 
Mulberry A form mentioned by Viehmeyer. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
He says his plants originated from p. 7 
Lamb of Spokane, who listed it a 
few years ago. It appears to be pure 
P. barbatus with mulberry purple 
flowers . 
Myddelton Gem A bedding type selection with small New illustrated 
carmi no-rose flowers. Encyclopedia 
My Pet No description available. APS Bull. XXXII, 1973, 
p. 97 
Myrtle A 'Ruby King' x P. cordifolius APS Bull. XIX, 1960, 
hybrid, made by Mrs. Mackaness, p. 15 
1960. APS Bull. XXIII, 1964, 
p. 77 
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Myrtle A P. rupicola clone. APS Bull. XLIII-2, 1984, 
p. 54 
Nada A selection of P. newberryi, from APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery. p. 170 
Nan A form of P. seffulatus. APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
p. 170 
Nana Rondo A form of P. btJTbatus. Index Hortensis 
Nan us A form of P. eriantherus. Index Hortensis 
Namen der Stauden 
Neve A Bruce Meyers' pink form APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
introduction of P . subserratus. p. 56 
Newber ry Listed by Wayside. Not the species Davidson 
P. newberryi. Appears to be mainly APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
P. ctJTdwellii. p. 47 
Newbury Gem A herbaceous form listed in the The Plant Finder 
catalog of Thompson & Morgan, 
England. A P. btJTbatus form with 
white, cerise and red flowers. 
Night Owl On Jack Goertzen's plant list. Jack Goertzen 
North P latte Hybrids developed by Glenn APS Bull. XVII, 1958, 
Hybrids Viehmeyer. p. 53 
APS Bull. XXII, 1963, 
p. 43 
Olga A form of P. rupicola, erect to Anna Johnson 
decumbent, with large oval leaves 
and crimson red flowers. 
Olgae No description available. Listed by Saier, 1956 
Osburn Strain A pure white strain of P. digitalis APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
collected by Mrs. Thompson in p. 20 
1960. 
Ozark Unknown species but probably APS Bull. VI, 1948, 
P . cobaea. Purple and pink blossoms p. 28 & 30 
sprinkled with silver and marked 
throat lines. 
Ozark P ur ple A P . cobaea selection. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
(Ozarki a) p. 8 























A hybrid between P. centranthifolius 
and P. spectabilis which occured the 
Rancho Santa Ana Botanical 
Gardens. It is quite variable in depth 
of flower color and growth habit. 
A P. davidsonii var. menziesii hybrid 
of long trailing habit, with gray 
glaucous toothed leaves and deep 
violet flowers . 
Collected by Pat Ballard in the Lake 
Keechelus area in WAin 1951. A 
suspected hybrid between P. rupicola 
and P.fruticosus, making a gray green 
mound some 10" high. Leaves lightly 
glaucous with rosy red flowers. 
A P. fruticosus selection. 
See Schiienholzeri. 
On Jack Goertzen's plant list. 
No description available. 
A superior blue 'Aathead Lake ' 
derivative with many large flowers 
and sturdy stalks (Schmidt, 1959). 
Cross between P. grinnellii and P. 
speciosus, found on dry slope Mt. 
Pinos, Ventura County, at 5,900'. 
No description available. 
No description available. 
From Garden Place Nursery. 
Cross listed as 'Evelyn'. 
Listed by Pearce: "Airy sprays of 
pure pink, from June to autumn. 
A delight-full winter hardiness--
30"- A P. barbatus selection." 
A form of P. fruticosus. 
Source of 
Information 
APS Bull. VII, 1949, 
p. 50 
Davidson 
APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
p. 43 
APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
p. 53 
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Cultivar Descr iption Source of 
Infor mation 
Pink Dragon From Siskiyou Nursery. Has APS Bull. XLII-2, 1983, 
P. rupicola in its background. p.34 
APS Bull. 49-1, p. 12 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Plan ten 
The Plant Finder 
Pink Dust Cross of P. fruticosus, P. APS Bull. 49-1, p. 11 
davidsonii, P. rupicola and P. 
rupicola 'Albus'. Gray rounded 
foliage with a heavy waxy light 
pink bloom. Mark McDonough. 
Pink Elf A form of P. barbatus. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 7 
Pink Endurance No description available. The Plant Finder 
Pink Fairy A smaller form of 'Rose Queen', APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
flowers pink. p. 21 
Pink Form Listed asP. rupicola spp. scouleri APS Bull. lVIII, 1984, 
form . p. 13 
Pink Hybrid Listed asP. rupicola. APS Bull. lVIII, 1984, 
p. 13 
Pink Holly Cross of P. fruticosus, P. davidsonii, APS Bull. 49-1, p. 11 
P. rupicola and P. rupicola 'Albus' . 
Foliage is toothed and has a waxy 
bluish cast. Flowers are bright pink. 
Mark McDonough. 
Pink Lady A pink 'White Fairy', 15-20" high. APS Bull. XX,l961, 
Leaves distinctly lighter than the p. 11 
average in P. digitalis and very 
definite yellowish green, with almost 
as much yellow in them as green. 
Flowers pale pink. 
Pink Rock No description available. APS Bull. XLI-2, 1982, 
p.32 
Pinstripe A good tall 'Flathead Lake' hybrid APS Bull. XXIII, 1964, 
with pink flowers. Immune to p. 27-C 
spotting and stem leaf rust. 
Pixie A P. rupicola dwarf form, dwarf APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
with rose-pink flowers. p. 173 
Pollard hybrid 'Utah State' and 'Utah Hybrids' APS Bull. XLI-2, 1982, 
(see description). p.68 
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Information 
Port Wine No description available. The Plant Finder 
Praecox A form of P. barbatus, early Hortus III 
flowering. 
Praecox N ana From England. Looks just like Ralph Bennett's List 
'Rathead Lake'. Listed asaP. APS Bull. XXX, Dec., 
bar bat us type. 1971, pp. 92-102 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Planta 
Namen der Stauden 
The Plant Finder 
Prairie Bells An improved form of Seeba Hybrid, 
introduced by Interstate Nurseries. 
Developed by Mr. Viehmeyer. 
Prairie Dawn A multi-species hybrid, 12-28" tall. Viehmeyer, 1969 
(APS 6903) Rowers pale, clear pink, non-secund APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
p. 17 
Prairie Dusk A selection from a progeny of APS Bull. XIX, 1960, 
(APS 6101) 'Rathead Lake' x P. strictus, with p. 14 
deep purple or violet flowers of APS Bull. XX, 1961, 
sharkshead shape. Strongly upright p. 18 
and does not lodge, up to 2' high. APS Registrar 
Foliage dark green, forming a 
persistent basal mat. Has a high 
degree of disease resistance and is 
long lived at North Platte 
(Viehmeyer). 
Prairie Fire A cross of 'Rathead Lake' and APS Bull. XX, 1961, 
(APS 5801) 'Seeba hybrid'. Has evergreen p. 6 
foliage, strong stems and bright red APS Registrar 
flowers. Represents a crossing of 
four different botanical sections of 
the genus (Viehmeyer). 
Prairie Jewels From Park's Seed. APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, 
p. 63 
Prairie Snow A cultivated strain of P. APS Registrar, 1990 
(APS 9001) grandiflorus with white flowers. HortScience 25(4):489. 
Prairie Sunset No description available. APS Bull. XXIII, 1964, 
p. 75 
Princess Elizabeth A large red and white flowered Ralph Bennett 's List 
bedding type plant. A P. barbatus APS Bull. XXX 
form(?) Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
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Infor mation 
Pr incess Rose A seedling of 'Flathead Lake' . A APS Registrar 
(APS 5912) sturdy, showy plant with many 
stems and large rose-colored 
flowers (Schmidt, 1959). 
Prof. Kippenburg On Jack Goertzen 's plant list. Jack Goertzen 
Pulchell us A form of P. humilis. The Plant Finder 
Purdyi A subspecies of P. heterophyl/us. The Plant Finder 
Also called 'Blue Bedder'. 
Purple And White Described as a "Gloxinoides" type. The Plant Finder 
Bright purple and white trumpet 
flowers that repeat blooms all 
summer. 
Purple Bedder A P. cobaea x P. hartwegii hybrid APS Bull. XL-2, 1981, 
with white throat. p.33 
The Plant Finder 
Purple Dragon No description available. The Plant Finder 
Purple Gem A P. cobaea x P. hartwegii cross. APS Bull. XX:XVIII-2, 
Also listed as P.fruticosus 1979,p. 30 
Index Hortensis 
The Plant Finder 
Purpureus A form of P. hirsutus. Hortus III 
Pygmy Rose Probably P. hirsutus var. pygmaeus. Interstate 
Pygmaeus Published as a botanical variety of APS Bull. IV, 1947, 
P. hirsutus in Phytologia, Vol. 9, No. p. 124 
2. A low mat only 1 or 2" in height, of APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
countless basal leaves, the mat getting p.44 
up to a foot across. Flowers pale violet Naamlijst Van Vaste 
to rarely purple, on short stems which Plan ten 
usually rise at an acute angle, almost Namen der Stauden 
prostrate, the whole plant not over The Plant Finder 
4" high. There seems to be no Encyclopedia of Garden 
gradation between it and the typical Plants 
form . Comes 50% true from seed. Fine 
for rock crevices in a rock garden. 
Raabe Hybrid A pale flowered diploid strain of APS Bull. XIV, 1955, 
P. cobaea. p.338 
APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 156 
Rainbow A specially selected form of the Park 
'Sensation Hybrids' with larger APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
flowers and a better color range. p. 166 
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Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Rainbow Ribbons A form of 'Flathead Lake'. Ralph Bennett's List 
APS Bull. XXX 
Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
Ralph Bennett A tall 'Flathead Lake' hybrid with APS Bull. XXIII, 1964, 
deep blue and reddish throat flowers. p. 27-C 
APS Bull. XXIII, 1964, 
p. 110 
Red Emperor No description available. The Plant Finder 
Red Form A form of P. scouleri. Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Plan ten 
Red Lassen A form of P. newberryi. Selected by APS Bu .. 49:1, 
Phyllis Gustafson on Mt. Lassen at July, 1990, p. 10; 
7,000-8,000 ft. Narrow throated cherry Siskiyou 1991 catalog 
red flowers, with fuzzy yellow anthers. 
Regality A controlled cross by James Fleming. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
Female parent 'Garnet' and the male p. 8 
parent P. barbatus 'Rose Elf' . Plant 
18-24" high, inflorescence 3-10" high 
flowers 1-1 /2" across, tubular with 
large lips, purple red. Blooms all 
summer, does not spread. Not 
dependably hardy. 
Rich Ruby No description available. The Plant Finder 
Rimrock Special A form of P. fruticosus collected APS Bull. XLI-2, 1982, 
near Rimrock Lake, W A. Offered p. 37 
for sale by Hillview Perennials, 
Kennewick, W A. 
Roersler Blue flowers 30 em. height. Planten, Denmark 
Roezlii A Dasanthera hybrid, incorrectly APS Bull. XXXII, 1973, 
named in England. Glaucous, blue p. 111 
green mats of small acute leathery APS Bull. 49-1, p. 12 
leaves with narrow pink flowers. 
Possibly P. laetus(?) 
Rondo Shades of red flowers, 40 em. height. Sortimentsliste 
S. udgave 
Roothan A selected clone of P. ellipticus with Davidson 
darker colored flowers than usual. APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
A medium lilac blue flower. A p. 44 
refined trailer, with lustrous green 
leaves, quite free flowering, repeating 
in fall. Plant 3-4" high, 15-18" wide. 
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Cultivar Description Source of 
Information 
Rosaline A P. tubiflorus x P. cobaea hybrid by Source unknown 
Mayfair Nurseries. Not found in the 
1948 Bull. as reported previously. 
Rose Elf A low growing horticultural hybrid APS Bull. IX, 1951, 
of 'Rathead Lake', sold by Lamb and p. 91 
former! y Interstate. 
Rose Fair y A smaller form of 'Rose Queen'. APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
Not as tall, leaves smaller, flowers p. 21 
rose. 
Rose Queen Suspected hybrid of P. calycosus x APS Bull. X, 1952, 
(APS 5914) P. digitalis. Combines flower shape p. 138 
of P. digitalis with color of 
P. calycosus (Ralph Bennett) . 
Rose Red A "Gloxinoides" type being offered Judy's Perennials 
by Judy's Perennials. 
Roseaus A form of P. rupicola. The clone in Davidson 
commerce has glaucous green leaves APS Bull. VI, 1948, p. 6 
and light pink flowers on a matted 
plant, procumbent in habit 
(Starker-Flint). 
Roseo No description available. Index Hortensis 
Rose us A form of P. barbatus with rose- Hortus III 
pink flowers . 
Rose us A form of P. cardwellii. Abundant Siskiyou 's catalog, 1986 
deep rose pink flowers. APS Bull. XL VII, 1988, 
p. 13 
Rose us A form of P. glaber. APS Bull. IX, 1951, 
p. 8 
Rose us A form of P. hirsutus. Hortus III 
Rose us A form of P. rupicola. Hortus III 
Rosey No description available. APS Bull. XLI-2, 1982, 
p. 32 
Royal Beauty Grown by Mrs. Gourly and Mrs. Lamb's, about 1957 
Breithaupt. It died for the latter in 
1960-61. Color like dark smoky 
glass-flowers huge, like P. cobaea 
but shaped as in 'Ruby King' . Grows 
like the latter, having larger leaves 
than 'Garnet' . Does not flop and has 
a long blooming season. 
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Information 
Rubicunda No description available. The Plant Finder 
Ruby A prostrate form of P. newberryi, Davidson 
3 to 4" high and up to 12" across, APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
but not quite a (Keechelus Ruby) p. 43 
mat. Moderately gray leaves with Index Hortensis 
flowers of bright red-purple. Index The Plant Finder 
Hortensis lists as equal to 
'Schonholzeri '. 
Ruby Gem A P. barbatus form? APS Bull. XV,l956, 
p. 7 
Ruby Giant A hybrid of P. hartwegii x P. cobaea, APS Bull. VI, 1949, 
featured by the Seattle Arboretum. p. 82 
It was reported to have been patented 
by Malmo Nurseries of Seattle. 
Ruby King A hybrid of P. hartwegii x P. APS Bull. IV, 1949, 
cobaea. Much the same as 'Firebird ' p. 131 
in color, but a little softer red. Has 
a white throat. Blooms until stopped 
by hard frost. 
Ruby Red A form of P. newberryi with a rich Ralph Bennett's List 
deep red flower that came from the APS Bull. XXX 
Boyrie garden. Several plants of this Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
same color appeared as a seedling 
from seed of the exchange from Mrs. 
Lentsch of Salem, OR. She had 
collected the seed at Mt. Lassen 
(Davidson). 
Ryder Hybrid No description available. In catalog of Ryder & 
Sons, England 
Ryder Prize "Many lovely shades." In catalog of Ryder & 
Sons, England 
Salmon le Sac A lavender form of P. fruticosus var. APS Bull. IV-2, 1947, 
scou/eri with narrow linear leaves p. 132 
having tiny and remote teeth, APS Bull. XI, 1952, 
almost entire. p. 78 
Santi am A clone from a hybrid swarm of Davidson 
P. rupicola x P. davidsonii--a green APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
mat, 2" high by 12" or more broad- p. 42 
flowers pink or lilac 
Santiam Pass A form of P. fruticosus . APS Bull. X, 1951, 
p. 53 
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Saskatoon hybrids A strain of Scharf's hybrids. APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, 
p. 87 
Scarlet Beauty A form of P. barbatus, listed by APS Bull. VIII, 1949, 
Lamb Nursery. p. 20 
Scarlet Bugler Listed asP. cenlranthifolius APS Bull. XV, 1956, p. 8 
Scarlet Queen A "Gloxinioides" type for sale by Park Seed Co. 
Park. Plant is vigorous, erect, much 
branched at base, medium glossy 
green leaves, flower stems very 
stout and tinged with reddish 
bronze. Inflorescence is 18 to 20" 
long. Flowers are 1-3/4" long and 
more than I" wide with a red tube 
and white throat. 
Scharf hybrids Developed by Alan Scharf at APS Bull. XXXII, 1973, 
Saskatoon, Canada. ('Prairie Fire' x p. 80 
cardinals F3) x P. cardinalis. Flower APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, 
color includes shades of pink, red, p. 71 
purple and lavender. 
Scharlachkonigan A gentianoides type that came to APS Bull. XXX, 1961, 
Ruby Breithaupt through Francisca p.98 
Darts from Ernst Benary, Germany. Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
Her plant was a bright red with white 
throat. 
Schoenk Algeri Crimson flower wi th white throat. APS Bull. LX-2, 1981, 
p. 33 
Schonholzeri Same as 'Firebird', the name by Ralph Bennett's List 
a lso called which it goes in Switzerland. APS Bull. XXX 
Paul Schonholzeri Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Planten 
Namen der Stauden 
Schooley's Yellow Yellow form of P. barbatus collected APS Bull. XLIII-I, 1984, 
(APS 8302) by Gussie Schooley and given to p. 8 
Dale T. Lindgren, University of HortScience 19(3) :458 
Nebraska, West Central Center, 
Route 4 Box 46A, North Platte, NE 
69101. This selection came from a 
cross between yellow flowered 
seedlings. 
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Scotch Prize Strain A hybrid of P. hartwegii growing to Park Seed Co. 
1-1/2' high. A magnificent large-
flowered strain, embracing all shades 
of colors. The tubular bells last a long 
time in the garden. Long straight 
stems and good keeping qualities. 
More dwarf than other P. hartwegii, 
consequently it is a good border plant. 
Seeba Hybrid Believed to be cross of P. grandi- APS Bull. VIII, 1950, 
florus x P. murrayanus. Appeared p. 49 
in 1949 in Mrs. Seeba's garden as a 
plum colored P. grandiflorus type. 
Seeds of this plant produced flowers 
of many colors. Will prosper where 
P. grandiflorus does. 
Sensation Hybrids A form of "Gioxinioides", sold by APS Bull. IX, 1951 , 
Parks, 1959. p. 97 
APS Bull. XXXVIII, 
1979,p. 43 
Sensation Hybrid A special form of the above made in Park Seed Co. 
Rainbow 1959. Sensation type, but blooms are 
larger, color range tremendously 
better. Stronger, deeper, brighter 
colors including red, rose, pink and 
lavender. 
Serpyllifolius A form of P. davidsonii spp. Davidson 
menziesii. A completely procumbent APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
mat, with minutely-toothed, leathery, p.42 
dark green leaves. Bears a few large 
light purplish or lilac flowers. Leaves 
scarcely 1/l6"1ong, sometimes 1/8". 
Shasta A very robust, 12-15" high by 2' Davidson 
across, erect P. newberryi that looks APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
much like a P. fruticosus, but with p. 46 
broader leaves and flowers of a 
bright rose pink. 
Shell Pink A P. barbatus form? APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 7 
Shelly A pink P. fruticosus . Meyers 
APS Bull. XXX, 1971, 
p. 15 
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Sherrard Shell Hybrid swarm of P. cardwellii x Davidson 
P. rupicola origin. A trailing plant APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
2" or more high and running 15-18", p. 43 
not rooting. Leaves lightly gray 
glaucous, of elegant form, flowers 
pink. From Sherrard Point, Larch 
Mt. OR. 
Sissinghurst Hybrid No description available. The Plant Finder 
Sissinghurst Pink No description available. Index Hortensis 
Six Hills Hybrid A chance cross of P. rupicola and Davidson 
some unknown. Raised by Mr. Elliott APS Bull. IV-2, 1947, 
at the Six Hills Nursery in Stevanage, p. 80 
England. Mr. Elliott guessed that it The Plant Finder 
was a cross with P. fr uticosus var. 
scouleri. Lavender flowers. Another 
form under this name has been in the 
trade, put out by Lamb, which is just a 
pure P. rupicola of vigorous form and 
bright color. The latter is 3-4" high, 
8-1 0" wide, with pallid green, 
lightly glaucous leaves. 
Skyline Mix Offered in Sutton's catalog. Dwarf APS Bull. XLII-2, 1983, 
bushy plants producing a variety of p. 43 
flower colors around the stem. Will 
bloom the first year if seed is planted 
early, 18-20" high. 
Snoqualamie A natural hybrid between P. rupicola APS Bull. XX, 1961, 
(APS 5911) x P.frut icosus. Like P. rupicola in p. 94 
foliage, with a gray cast, deep color 
and no windburn. Like P.fruticosus 
in being a large plant, having leaves 
both narrow and long and flowers 
large (Padavich, 1959). 
Snoqualamie Blush Flowers pure deep pink, grown by APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
Myrtle Hebert from Davidson's p. 76 
collections. 
Snoqualamie Not the clone registered as Ralph Bennett's List 
Hybrid 'Snoqualamie'. A P. fruticosus x APS Bull. XXX 
P. rupicola segregate with erect habit, Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
short green leaves and rose lilac 
flowers . Prolific and very easy to 
propagate. 
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SnowStorm No description available. The Plant Finder 
Snowflake A Bruce Meyers' introduction of APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
P. subserratus albus. p. 56 
Snowfl ake A form of P. barbatus. Eric Horton 
298 Badden Road 
Chelmsford, Essex 
CM29QX England 
Sour Grapes A "Gloxinioides" x P.(?) cross APS Bull . XL-2, 1981, 
offered by Judy's Perennials. p. 33 
Rowers are blue and white with a APS Bull. 49-1 , p. 9 
cream throat. Also described as Judy Wigand, 1989 
Dasanthera found in England with The Path Finder 
large pale washed-out flowers . There Naamlijst Van Vaste 
is confusion on the color of this Plan ten 
cultivar. 
Southgate Gem A form of P. gentianoides. APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
p. 8 
The Plant Finder 
Souv. d 'Adrian No description available. The Plant Finder 
Regnier 
Souv. d'Andre No description available. The Plant Finder 
Torres 
Stapleford Gem Listed asaP. cobaea x P. APS Bull. XXXVIII, 
Hartweg ii hybrid. 1979,p. 30 
The Plant Finder 
Star ker 's Blue Apparently a hybrid of P. fruticosus Starker 
x P. rupicola origin. A low mound of 
dark green leaves and rosy lilac 
flowers in profusion. 
Stevens Pass A form of P. fruticosus, mentioned in APS Bull. II, 1946, 
bulletins up to 1950. p. 37 
Stevens Pass Hybrid (This may or may not be the same as Davidson 
the preceding). A vigorous low mound APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
which soon makes a much branched, p.45 
deep carpet of small, oblong, toothed 
leaves of very pleasing texture. 
Flowers are pale lavender. 
Sulphurasacens No description available. Index Hortensis 
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Superbus Hybrid A chance seedling occurring in Betty Betty Davenport 
Davenport's Yuma, AZ garden. P. 
superbus crossed with an unknown. 
Deep rose flowers borne on a non-
secund inflorescence. The flower stalk 
has good substance, foliage very 
similar toP . super bus, rosette has side 
shoots coming from underroots. Plant 
is sturdier than P. superbus. 
Super Sub Bruce Meyers' introduction of P. APS Bull. XXXVIII, 
subserratus with yellow and peach 1979,p. 74 
flowers. APS Bull. XXIX, 1970, 
p. 56 
Sutten A London, England Company offers Sutton's 
this variety in their 1988 catalog. A 
large flowered mixed, height to 2' . 
Sutton's Hybrid A form of P. glaber. APS Bull. X, 1951, p. 90 
APS Bull. IX, 1951, p. 8 
Swan Lake No description available. APS Seed Fund 
questionnaire, 1990, 
(Nickolson, Austria) 
Sweet Chiffon Probably a P. barbatus hybrid. APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
p. 70 
Takedana From Scottish Rock Garden Club APS Bull. XXIV, 1965, 
1974-75 seed list, P. barbatus p. 28 
derivation. 
Taoensis No description available. The Plant Finder 
Tenaya A form of P. newberryi about 4-6" APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
high and 12" across. Leaves lightly p. 44 
glaucous, pallid green. Flowers 
glowing red. 
Tennant A form of P. newberryi about 4-6" Davidson 
high and 12" across. Flowers quite APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
blue in effect. p. 45 
Teton Pass No description available. 
Texas Rose A name applied toP. wrightii. Ralph Bennett's List 
APS Bull. XXX 
Dec., 1971, pp. 92-102 
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Thatuna A P. fruticosus form with inflorescence Davidson 
often compound, so that one gets three APS Bull. XXI, I962, 
times the usual number of pale p. 46 
lavender flowers. 
Thorn No description available. The Plant Finder 
Threave Pink No description available. The Plant Finder 
Thurman's Form A P. cardwellii form. More robust Davidson 
than most plants. Leaves deep APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
green, flowers a good blue purple. p. 46 
This is also referred by some as a 
P. rupicola type. 
Tierno's hybrids No description available. APS Bull. XXXIV, I975, 
p. 59 
Tiny Jewels No description available. APS Bull. XLIII-I, I984, 
p. 12 
Tiny Tim A miniature form of P. hirsutus which APS Bull. XLII-I, I983, 
(APS 6501) appeared in the garden of Grace p.9 
Dow bridge in 1965. It is about 2" high 
with violet-purple flowers. 
Torquay Gem No description available. The Plant Finder 
Torre A P. barbatus clone. APS Bull. XLIII-I, I984, 
p. I2 
True Blue A form of P. heterophy/lus. Bears APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
linear to lance-shaped, pale green p.35 
leaves. Funnel-shaped, pure blue The Plant Finder 
flowers are borne on short side- Encyclopedia of Garden 
shoots in summer. Plants 
Utah hybrids See description under APS Bull. XXXIV, 1975, 
'Utah State'. p. 58 
Utah State Vigorous growers with thick erect APS Bull. 4I-2, 
stems. The flowers are a beautiful Dec., I982, p. 68 
reddish-purple resembling the flower 
shape of P. strictus. Suspect there is 
some P. strict us in them. Known also 
as the Pollard hybrids as they were 
developed by Dr. Leonard Pollard of 
Utah State. 
Vaughan dwarf No description available. APS Bull. XLII-2, 1983, 
p. 43 
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Ver onica A small, closely packed mat of twiggy Davidson 
branches and tiny, deeply toothed APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
yellow-green leaves which becomes p. 42 
bronzy in summer, with a narrow 
brown margin. Rose-purple flowers are 
profuse, smothering the plant. 
Viehmeyer hybr ids No description available. APS Bull. XXXI, 1972, 
p. 48 
Violet Beauty or A name given by Mr. Bennett to an APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
Violet F lathead apparent hybrid of 'Flathead Lake' p. 42 
Lake with something else. Tall, erect plant 
with rich violet blue flowers of 
sharkshead shape. 
Violet Queen Plant similar toP. b(lTbatus in every- APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
thing except flower color, which is a p. 8 
vivid violet. Origin unknown, but goes 
back before 1945. Usually short lived. 
Might be the same as 'Violet Beauty' . 
Walker Ridge A P. heterophyllus form . Anderson Valley Nursery 
Waller hybrid The color range is wide and plants APS Bull. XXVII, 1968, 
are striking. Flower is large. Brought p. 14 
to the 1968 Northwest meeting by 
Faith Mackaness. 
Wallowa A form of P. fruticosus from the Davidson 
(Wall owensis) Wallowa Mountains. Very neat APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
mounds 6-8" high and a foot or more p.43 
across. Leaves only 1/2" long and the 
whole plant in scale, appearing like 
P. fruticosus var. scou/eri but of an 
entirely different texture in the lack of 
leaf serration. Usual P. fruticosus 
flowers , on short stems. Nice and 
rather formal appearing. 
Walnut Canyon A form of P. lin(lTioides from APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
Fjellgarden Nursery in Arizona. p. 19 
Waterloo No description available. The Plant Finder 
Watkin's For m A form of P. davidsonii var. Davidson 
menziesii sent out by Borsh. Very neat APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
habit, bearing a liberal profusion of p.43 
larger, deeper lavender blue flowers. 
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WaxWorks P. cardwellii 'John Bacher' x (P. APS Bull. 49-1, p. 9 
davidsonii var. menziesii 'Albus' x 
P. cardwellii 'John Bacher') with wax-
thickened, shiny, deep green leaves 
and bright lavender-purple flowers. 
Weald Beacon Mentioned by Hills as a hybrid with APS Bull. C<, 1951,p. 2 
P. rupicola blood, dwarf, hardy, free APS Bull. XIV-2, 1955, 
blooming in June and July, no taller p. 508 
than 3". However, mentioned in our 
bulletins asaP. newberryi. 
Western Glow Has very light red blossoms, shaped APS Bull. VI, 1948, 
like P. imberbis, but longer and p. 36 
slimmer. It was reported to have 
bloomed in early July and lasted a 
long time. Probably P. barbatus. 
Westlander A hardy hybrid with strong pink Scharf 
flowers on erect 18" spikes. Blooms APS Bull. XXVII, 1968, 
in late June and early July. p. 17 
White Bedder No description available. The Plant Finder 
Naamlijst Van Vaste 
Plan ten 
White Fairy A somewhat dwarf P. digitalis Bennett, 1959 
(APS 5916) subspecies or variety, existing in the APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
wild, 12-18" high. Leaves smaller and p. 7 
narrower than typical. Flowers almost 
the maximum size of the species and 
pure white. Not true to seed. 
White Knight P. rupicola hybrid (Bruce Meyers). APS Bull. XXXVII-2, 
1979,p. 74 
APS Bull. XLIII-1 , 1984, 
p. 14 
White Princess Similar to 'White Queen' but shorter Bennett, 1959 
(APS 5918) and with smaller flowers. 
White Queen A form of P. digitalis with both plant APS Bull. XV, 1956, 
(APS 5913) and flowers of maximum size, pure p. 7 
white all over and no guide lines 
(Bennett, 1959). 
Wbitethroat No description available. The Plant Finder 
William Kelway A red and white flowered bedding New lllustrated 
type. Encyclopedia 
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Windsor Red No description available. The Plant Finder 
Zaza A form of P. fruticosus var. Davidson 
serratus selected for its tri-color APS Bull. XXI, 1962, 
effect. The leaves about half-and-half p. 44 
pale yellow and green, with brown 
margins and petioles, the blades 
deeply serrated. 
Ziiriblau Form of P. heterophyllus. Naarnlijst Van Vaste 
Plan ten 
40 
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Anderson Valley Nursery, 18151 Mountainview Road, P.O. Box 504, 
Booneville, CA 95415 
Burpee's CVV. Atlee Burpee & Co.), 300 Park Avenue, Warminster, PA 
18991 
Hurst and Son of England (no other information available) 
Interstate Nurseries, Hamburg, lA 51640 
Judy's Perennials, San Marcos, CA 92069 
Lamb's Nursery, East 101 Sharp, Spokane, WA 99210 
Michand (no other information available) 
Morning Glory Farms, 4224 Village Road, Stanwood, W A 98292 
Park Seed Co., Cokesbury Road, Greenwod, SC 29647-0001 
Pearce Rex, Moorestown, NJ (no other information available) 
Ryder and Sons (no other information available) 
Saier (no other information available) 
Saxton & Wilson, Maplewood, OR (no other information available) 
Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery, 2825 Cummings Road, Medford, OR 97501, 
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Sudell of London (no other information available) 
Sutton Seeds, 33 Catherine Street, London, England 
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Individuals Listed as Sources of Information (column 3 in text) 
Many people have contributed to developing/releasing/testing cultivars 
of Penstemon. Because of the lengthy list, the only names in this publica-
tion listed are those who were included as a source of information. For more 
information on these individuals, please consult past issues of the APS 
Bulletin. 
Bennett, Ralph-Founder of the American Penstemon Society. Wrote many 
studies on Penstemon. Wrote last cultivar listing in 1971. 
Davenport, Betty-21624 121st Street Court East, Sumner, WA 98390. 
Grower of many species. Studied Penstemon in native habitat. 
45 
Davidson, Roy-Seattle, WA. Grower of the Dasanthera section. Studied 
and wrote articles on the Dasanthera section. 
Goertzen, Jack-8407 Raintree Avenue, Riverside, CA 92504. Grower of 
many species and hybrids. Studied many species in their native habitat. 
Hebert, Myrtle-Grower of many species and hybrids in California, 
Montana and Washington. 
Horton, Eric-298 Badden Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM29QX, England. 
Grower of many species of hybrids. 
Johnson, Anna-no other information available. 
Lindgren, Dale-University of Nebraska West Central Research & Exten-
sion Center, Route 4 Box 46A, North Platte, NE 69101. Plant Breeder 
Meyers, Bruce-Route 1 Box 388, White Salmon, W A 98672. Hybridizer 
Plestil, Vaclav-Bela 41,511 01 Tumov, Czechoslovakia. Grower of many 
species and hybrids. 
Scharf, Alan-Manitoba, Canada. 
Starker-no other information available 
Wilde, Ellen-110 Calle Pinonero, Santa Fe, NM 87505. 
Miscellaneous Sources 
APS Registrar (Registrar of Penstemon Cultivars and Hybrids). C/0 Dr. 
Dale Lindgren, University of Nebraska, West Central Research and Exten-
sion Center, Route 4 Box 46A, North Platte, NE 69101. 
APS Seed Fund Questionnaire (1990). APS Seed Fund. C/0 Ellen Wilde, 
110 Calle Pinonero, Santa Fe, NM 87505 
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Procedures to follow to register a new cultivar with the APS. 
Anyone (professional or amateur) wishing to register a new Penstemon 
selection as a cultivar should contact Dr. Dale T. Lindgren, University of · 
Nebraska West Central Research and Extension Center, Route 4 Box 46A, 
North Platte, NE 69101, for registration forms. Information requested on the 
form includes the origin, method(s) of propagation, cultural requirements 
and a description of the proposed cultivar. The need for registering a new 
cultivar is essential for maintaining accurate records/descriptions and to 
avoid duplication and confusion in nomenclature. 
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APPENDIX IV 
Penstemon Nomenclature References 
Kartesz, J.T. and R. Kartesz. 1980. A synonymized checklist of the vascular 
flora of the United States, Canada and Greenland. The University of 
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill. 
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